something they would otherwise be free to do, the right to prohibit thenm from copying and distributing material which has been published.
A patent constitutes a truer analogy. In common law, if an invention can be used and still kept secret by the Those who introduced the medical research bill had to make a hard decision not to accept a compromiiise ot the original specifications, including an amendcment which would have put its adnministration into the Departmiient of Agriculture. The original bill finally passed both chamiibers, with overwhelmiing support. The Governor signed it into law on 4 April.
The outstanding lesson of the effort to enact this bill was that, when there is adequate public discussion of the issues, an informled electorate can conince leizislators that the use of animlals in mledical research but is lost as soon as he gives it to the public through publication. The coillparison is not appropriate wheio m.ade with reference to the federal copyright law which does not limit an existing right but creates a new onethe right to prohibit others froni doing patent. Cirker reniarks that extension of the life of copyrights to 76 years is being pronmoted by a small. special-interest SCIENCE, VOL. 142 inventor, it is protected against theft, but after it has been disclosed to the public, others can copy it. The federal ptatent law, like the federal copyright law, creates a new right, the right to prohibit others from making, usinig, or selling counterparts of the patented invention. (Under the patent law the prohibition will apply even to others who may make the samle invention independently, while uLnder the copyright law the prohibition does not apply to others who maty write the samiie thing independently.)
The requirements for issue of a patent by the Patent Office are, however, far more exacting than those of the Copyright Office for issue of a "Certificate of Registration of a Clatim to Copyright" (notice the word 'Claimt"). The invention mLust, with somiie exceptions, be new and uLseful, whereas literary mlatter need only be original" ( meaning only that the wvriter did not copy it from somiieone else, although the same thing may have previously been wAritten by others andn may be in the public domaiin). The scope of the claims for an invention its novelty and usefulness-IlmUSt be clearly specified and delineated. The original niaterial on which a copyright is clainied does not have to be specified: original and non-original mlaterial, and material on which a copyright has expired, can be combined to give the misleading appearance that a copyright is claimed on The aLuthorities of such institutions were more than happy when their scientists were able to get grantsin-lid to enable them to carry on this fLunction and considered it a normal part of their own duties to take care of the bookkeeping. We were outraged when we heard of a tight-fisted university adnministration demandin, a 71X or 10 percent 'overhead' to cover the cost of these services.
However, the pattern was set by the contracts for "testing," "research andl development," and other applied activities that required the services of scientists or technicians, and the demand for a cut of the pie spread to contracts and grants for strictly fundamlental research-research which the scientists wantecd to do because of their own intellectual interests. As granting agencies grew to handle the awarding of the increasing government support to puLre science, they tended to be staffed by professional scientific administrators, often coming from the agencies that had handled defense and other applied contracts. The idea of overhead was not new to theml, and they had also brought with them the businessman's distrust of the people with whom he deals. They were not anv more willing to trust the scientist grantee to handle his own grant than thev had been to trust the commercial chemist who had been employed to develop a new pesticide or the engineering company that had built a missile. They demanded the assurance provided by an institution that the scientist would not abscond with the money, spend it on wild parties, or take his family on a vacation fact that the value of the work they were supporting depended entirely on the same man's honesty was apparently never given a thought. For the assurance of financial responsibility they were willing to pay an appreciable percentage of the total funds available for their grants. The fiscal authorities of the universities were not slow in seeing the possibilities in this situation. They began to scrutinize their own operations for "indirect costs." These commenced to mount with no relation at all to any change in the work performed by their bookkeepers. The contrast between the 10 to 15 percent overhead allowed by the pure science granting agencies and the 50 to 120 percent allowed on applied science contracts became evident, resulting in pressure, on the one hand, on their scientists to work on "useful" projects, and on the other, on the agencies financing fundamental research for higher overhead. It was inevitable that the possibilities in the use of "overhead" for purposes for which it was never intended would be discovered. An early one, and certainly not an undesirable one, was the attempt by certain universities to build up a fund to provide continued employment between contracts for the professional staff hired for contract work. Such foresight was never widespread and was soon discouraged by higher authorities controlling these institutions themselves, who could not tolerate the idea of this money lying unused. The practice of using the overhead money to finance scientific or other activities which were outside any approved program of the granting agencies was not long in following. The 1963) ]. There is a vast difference between a literary work-which is evaluated by the reviewer on the basis of emotional impact, craftsmanship, persuasiveness, or even the reviewer's personal opinion of the author and what he may be trying to say-and a serious book on some scientific specialty that has become of interest to a literary review journal.
The critical evaluation of the work of one professional scientist by another is based on the assumption that both author and reviewer are engaged in a common enterprise: the search for scientific truth. This is not the situation between the author of a novel and its reviewer. Thus when the scientific work seems to contain erroneous logic, insufficient supporting evidence, or unjustified conclusions, the reviewer should point this out-and the author's reply should also be printed. Many times the critic aids the author by pinpointing weaknesses in logic (or even arithmetic) and science benefits.
YOUR COMPLETE CALIBRATION FACILITY
It is obviously not feasible to attempt to duplicate the scope of Victoreen's complete Roentgen calibration facility -the most extensive non-governmental installation in the world. Yet the Victoreen Condenser R-Meter gives you a secondary radiation standard that, in a very real sense, is the equivalent of such a facility.
Carefully calibrated against Victoreen's elaborate array of special equipment, including X-ray and gamma radiation sources with an energy range from 6 kev to 1.3 Mev, the Condenser R-Meter allows you to duplicate precisely measurement of the Roentgen in your own laboratory. Intercomparison with Victoreen's free air ionization chamber, which is checked against the U. S. Standard for agreement, is your absolute assurance of precise Roentgen measurement.
Wide selection of interchangeable chambers offered with the Condenser R-Meter covers a broad spectrum of energies and a variety of total doses and intensities. Don't settle for less than the best -Victoreen Condenser R-Meter. Fig. 9a-b 
